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On a seemingly normal day, Geri Westphal's life changed while standing in the line at a pet care store: her
phone rang, and she learned she had breast cancer. Whirling in emotion, she began chronicling her journey;
she wrote about her hurt, her confusion, her anger. Why her? Why now? In a single moment, her identity
changed. She was now a cancer patient. She had to check that box and accept what it meant to herself and to
her loved ones. As Christians, how are we supposed to accept such news as the infiltration of cancer into our
bodies and lives? What does His Word say about this battle for life? She turned to her Bible for inspiration
and support, and found spiritual and emotional healing in God's Word-healing that she knew she had to share
with other cancer warriors. We are all intensely aware of the things that cancer takes from us, but we do not
often acknowledge the gifts it leaves behind; the rebirth and reawakening to what is most important in our
lives. With honesty and humor, the author tells her story to inspire other women who are also battling
cancer's grip on their lives. Including biblical verses and opportunities for reflection, the book is a resource
for growth of spirit and evolution of mindset. If you have the courage to shine the light on the dark places in
your heart, you will see that God will give you strength to heal. He will help you heal your mind, body and
soul. You are not alone. Your future is not out of sight. With God's guidance, you can triumph over cancer.
Be the warrior you were born to be!"
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From reader reviews:

Margherita Pettit:

The publication with title Beautiful Lady includes a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot
of benefit after read this book. This kind of book exist new information the information that exist in this
guide represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to learn how the improvement of
the world. This specific book will bring you inside new era of the the positive effect. You can read the e-
book with your smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.

Cory Denton:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you, why because this Beautiful Lady publication written by well-
known writer whose to say well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who also read the book.
Written in good manner for you, leaking every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate your own hunger
then you still question Beautiful Lady as good book not merely by the cover but also through the content.
This is one publication that can break don't ascertain book by its deal with, so do you still needing an
additional sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already said so why you
have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Virginia Mack:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information quicker to
share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and soon. You can
view that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The particular book that recommended for
you is Beautiful Lady this publication consist a lot of the information with the condition of this world now.
This specific book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that writer
value to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some research when he makes this book. That's
why this book appropriate all of you.

Sadie McBride:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got learners? We believe that that issue
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And you also
know that little person similar to reading or as studying become their hobby. You should know that reading
is very important and also book as to be the point. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except
your teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update regarding something by book. Numerous books
that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is actually Beautiful Lady.
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